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... to every man his chance — to every man,
regardless of his birth, his shining golden opportunity •
to every man the right to live, to work, to be himself,
and to become whatever thing his manhood and his vision
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Significance of the Study
Economic progress depends on economic opportianity.
Economic growth and prosperity require that human talents
and natural resources be organized for productivity. The
poor will remain poor unless they are given a chance to
contribute to and share in the nation's flow of production.
And if we are to realize the full potential of the enter¬
prise economy, private incentive — the strongest spur to
productive effort — must be made effective for all
Americans.
America as a whole has achieved prosperity. Most
Americans are educated for — and find — a productive
place in the economy. Most Americans share, according to
their contributions, in the nation's abundance. Most
Americans may pursue private incentive to the limits of
their abilities and ambitions. And all Americans — even
the poor — are materially better off than their forebears.
But for a substantial minority of Americans, the
bright hope of talents developed and applied to productive
efforts, and of material well-being as a reward for ambi¬
tion and energy, have often seemed more ironic than real.
Lack of education and lack of production and rewarding
employment have impaired the opportunity for self-improvement
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which is at the core of the American social philosophy.
In today's economy, education and jobs are becoming
inextricably related. Statistics show that earnings
correspond to levels of education attained. The better a
man's education, the better his job. The poorer his
education, the less likely he is to have a job. Technologi¬
cal change is hardening this relationship. And the increas¬
ing sophistication of our technology underscores the dictum
of Lewis Carroll that "it takes all the running you can do
to keep in the same place.Educational requirements for
jobs are increasing. Opportunities for the poorly-educated
will narrow.
Much has been printed of late about the increasing
displacement of poor, disadvantaged work force due to
increased automation and mechanization in the highly in¬
dustrialized economy which characterizes the American
society. A growing problem is that of able-bodied people
who are poor because low levels of education and training
make them unemployable. One of the most revealing studies
2
was made by the Cook County Department of Public Aid.
^Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland (Washington, D. C.:
Washington Square Press, 1951), p. 29.
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Patricia Sexton, Education and Income; Inequalities
of Opportunity in Our Public Schools (New York: The Viking
Press, 1961), p. 41.
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The study was made in several phases of a period of three
years from 1959 to 1961. Welfare applicants and recipients
made up the study group. The study revealed that (1) even
during a business cycle upswing, more than 70 per cent of
applications for public assistance can be attributed to
unemployment and not to social, physical, or psychological
factors; (2) and that the overwhelming majority of able-
bodied people needing public assistance because of the
unemployment have low levels of education and are unskilled
(over 88 per cent had not completed high school, and over
75 per cent were unskilled).
Other data confirm the trend toward an increasing
3
need for education in today's world of work. For example,
among males aged 18 and over, the unemployment rate has
been significantly higher for those with less than 12 years
of education. Further, between 1950 and 1959, the unemploy¬
ment rate increased for those with 12 years or less of
education. During the same period, however, the unemploy¬
ment rate declined for those with 13 or more years of
3
Raymond Hilliard, First, They Must Lead. A Study to
Determine the Literacy Level of Able-Bodied Persons Receiv¬
ing Public Assistance (East Saint Louis: East Saint Louis




In short, as technology and automation develop,
proportionately fewer jobs are available to persons with
low levels of education and skills. There is every reason
to believe that this trend will continue and possibly
accelerate; that even in a full employment growth economy,
able-bodied men and women who lack basic education and
vocational skills may be unemployed.
Special basic education and vocational-technical
education programs are needed in increasing numbers for
people handicapped because they are functionally illiterate
or lack usable skills. There are few jobs today that do
not require at least an ability to read and write. Ideally,
the public elementary and secondary schools should provide
people with basic education and skills. But as long as
large numbers of Americans drop out of school or complete
school without the ability to read, write, or acquire job
skills, special supplementary efforts will be needed.
There are about 20 federal programs providing basic
4
U. S. Congress Joint Economic Committee, Employment
and Unemployment, Hearing Before the Subcommittee on Statis¬
tics of the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United
States, Eighty-Seventh Congress, First Session (Washington,
D. C.: Government Printing Office, 1962), p. 378.
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education for school drop-outs and adults.^ Also, there
are about 20 federal programs helping youths and adults
obtain vocational and job training leading to specific
skills. Approximately 25 federal programs providing
general job training and vocational guidance and counsel-
g
ing. These programs vary in size and effectiveness. They
are scattered among numerous departments and even more
niomerous agencies with departments. These federal programs
are in addition to programs run wholly by states and
coiranunities, to the on-the-job programs conducted by busi¬
ness and industry and private schools that provide education
and training for a host of jobs.
It would seem that, in sheer nuhibers, the nation has
the programs to provide basic education and training to
everyone who needs it, wants it, and can gain from it. But
the programs by-pass significant nuinbers of people in every
city and town. Cook County's study, just cited, shows this.
It is clear to employers, who every day interview people
lacking the reading ability to pass the most basic employ¬
esar A. Levitan, Youth Employment Act (Kalamazou,
Michigan: The W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment
Research, February, 1963), p. 5.
^Office of Economic Opportunity, Catalocf of Federal
Programs for Individual Community Improvement in Estimated
for Living (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing Office,
1962), pp. 24-25.
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ment examinations. It is clear to welfare workers and
employment security workers who deal with uneducated,
unskilled, jobless, or underemployed people.
It is generally conceded that many basic education
and vocational-technical training programs do not meet the
needs of poor people. Some basic education programs are
offered and conducted in ways that make few compensations
for people's natural reluctance to admit illiteracy. Basic
education programs seldom are connected to vocational-
technical training programs and, in turn, to effective job
placement services. The incentive to enroll in basic
education is thereby weakened by the inability of poor and
often unemployed people to see a correlation between learning
to read and write and receiving a pay check.
Purpose of Study
The purpose of this study is the exploration and
description of how organization techniques may be utilized
in motivating, encouraging, and sustaining involvement of
low-income males, particularly Negroes, in three self-help
projects: Project Assist, National Urban League; Atlanta
Concentrated Employment Program, Economic Opportunity
Atlanta, Inc. (ACEP-EOA); and the On-The-Job Training -




In the search for facts, library materials such as
books, pamphlets, periodicals, newspaper and magazine
articles were read extensively for background information.
Additionally, interviews were held with the director and
other personnel of the three projects whose efforts are
being studied in this research undertaking.
Scope and Limitations
This study will be concerned with three self-help
projects, all concerned with recruitment, training, and job
placement. All three are publicly financed and administered,
two by a voluntary social welfare agency (Project Assist -
National Urban League, and the On-The-Job - Manpower
Development Training Act Project by the Atlanta Urban League)
and the Concentrated Employment Program of Economic Oppor¬
tunity Atlanta, Inc., a quasi-public agency. This will be
a descriptive study in which the writer will attempt to
point out, through examination and analysis of records and
reports, the community organization techniques utilized in
recruiting, motivating, and sustaining involvement of low-
income males, particularly Negroes, in self-help activities.
It is hoped, too, that potentialities for increased utiliza¬
tion of community organization as a professional technique
in project research.
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The sample for the conclusions drawn in this study
will be limited to male participants to whom services were
rendered in the three projects previously mentioned during
an eight-months period July 1, 1967 to March 1, 1968. Due
to the limited time allotted for this study, it was im¬
possible and impractical to sample the entire universe
concerned in the study which would have included all of the
males similarly involved in self-help employment programs
vho were being, or had been, offered services during the
course of their involvement in such programs.
Available library materials are limited. The study
is limited, too, by the inexperience of the writer, both in
methods of research and in evaluating community organization
methodology.
CHAPTER II
THE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION METHOD IN SOCIAL WORK
The major thesis of this writer is that community or¬
ganization should be seen as being within, and as part,
social work practice. This statement is based on the
assumption that there is a generic nature pervasive to the
practice of social work and that there are methods common
to all three methods — casework, group work, and community
organization.^
The social worker attempts to understand his client,
to accept him, and to work with him toward the development
of his maximum capabilities. Respect for, and awareness of,
the individuality of the human personality, and the right
of an individual or group to determine its own destiny are
universal to the practice of social work. As a caseworker,
the individual or family is the client; for the group work¬
er, the individual in relationship to the group; for the
community organizer, the community becomes the primary
client.
A statement made in the Social Work Curriculum Study,
published by the Council on Social Work Education in 1959,
is relevant here. This statement reads:
Berner Boehm, "Working Definition of Social Work
Practice," Journal of Social Work, III (National Association
of Social Workers, April, 1958), 5-9.
9
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It becomes increasingly evident that the
individual and his development, groups,
and their particular roles in the dynamics
of community life, must be seen in proper
perspective in any enlightened approach to
community organization.
. . . While it is recognized that the sets
of relationships within which the social
worker operates in these areas of practice
vary substantially, the objectives are, or
should be, the same in all instances.2
The statement adds that "social worker, in whatever
area of practice or setting, is principally an 'enabler.'
The extent to which he is a 'doer' will vary with the area
of practice, the setting, and the particular job he
3
occupies." Finally, this study concludes that:
. . . the process of growth and development
that takes place in a community does so
largely in direct relation to the growth and
development of the individuals who make the
community tick. While we are certain that
participation of citizens in social welfare
organizations and activities contribute to
individual growth and development, we need to
know more about the affects of various kinds
of experience.
What, then, is the community organization method in
social work? Charles F. McNeil, one of the recognized
2
C. F. McNeil and Robert Leferrts, "A Point of View
About Community Organization for Social Welfare." The Com¬
munity Organization Method in Social Work Education, Social
Work Curriculum Study, Vol. IV (New York: Council on




community organization specialists in the social work
profession defines it thusly:
Community organization is the process by
which people in communities, as individual
citizens, or as representatives of groups,
join together to determine their welfare
needs, plan ways for meeting them, and ^mobilize the necessary resources ....
Leonard W. Mayo, another authority on community organiza¬
tion, says that conununity organization for social welfare
planning:
. . . is the process by which individuals
and groups in a community consciously seek
to determine, establish, and sustain those
conditions, programs, and facilities which
in their judgment will help to prevent the
breakdown of individual and communal life,
and make possible a high level of well-being
for all people.®
Values
The practice of community organization is rooted in
the values traditionally associated with the practice of
7
social work. Community organization practice in our
culture expresses certain widely held values, including
these primary and ultimate values:
C. F. McNeil, "Community Organization for Social
Welfare," Social Work Year Book, 1954 (New York: American
Association of Social Workers, 1954), 121.
Leonard W. Mayo, "Community Planning for Health and
Welfare," Social Welfare Foriam (New York: Colunibia Univer¬
sity Press, 1952), 221-222.
7
Boehm, OP. cit., p. 7.
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A. The primary concern of society should
be to create those conditions which
permit the greatest self-fulfillment
for individuals.
B. Society should provide opportunities
for mutual assistance and common action
through which individuals may achieve
their own self-fulfillment and the
common welfare of all.
C. The relationships in society between
individuals, groups, institutions, and
organizations should be such that maxi¬
mum cooperation and collaboration can be
used to insure the achievement of indivi¬
dual self-fulfillment and the common
welfare.
D. The institutions and organizations created
by society should be adapted to changing
conditions by a democratic process in
which both the rights and the obligations
of the individuals in and to society are
respected and recognized.®
Assumptions
The practice of community organization seeks to rea¬
lize these primary and ultimate values by making certain
assumptions and presvunptions, some of which are as follows:
1. Changes in which individuals, groups, and
organizations determine their own destiny
in a democratic process have a better
chance of enduring than changes which are
imposed.
2. Readiness for change is a variable which
affects the potential and the rate of




3. Skills in participating in a democratic
process can be taught and learned by
individuals and groups.
4. Society can provide ways to achieve
maximum compatibility of individual
and community interests.
5. Social welfare provisions, services, and
programs can enhance human welfare and
prevent and reduce social ills.
6. Planning, coordination, and integration
of social welfare provisions, services,
and programs, governmental, private, and
voluntary, are necessary; hximan welfare
is indivisible; social ills are inter¬
related; and social welfare provisions, g
services, and programs are interdependent.
Attitudes
Consistent with the primary values, and assumptions
noted, the community organization practitioner must evi¬
dence attitudes as follows:
1. Respect for the individual in all his
dignity and worth.
2. A commitment to the democratic process
and goals.
3. A recognition of the diversity of groups
and organizations with different emphases
on community welfare provisions, services,
and programs.
4. A commitment to seek changes in society
which will provide for adequate standards
of community welfare for all, equal oppor¬
tunity of achievement for all, and non-
^Ibid., p. 20.
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exploitation of man by man.^®
Purpose
The community organization practitioner works with
representatives of the community or segments of the com¬
munity for the purpose of intervening^^ in the community
process with a problem-solving approach taking into
consideration values, knowledge, method, and techniques.
A. Sanctions.—To achieve a viable inter¬
action pattern of relationships and of
selected social goals the community
organization practitioner seeks to:
1. Strengthen the community's capa¬
city to recognize its welfare
needs, identify its social welfare
problems, and mobilize itself to
solve those problems.
2. Facilitate cooperative relationships
between individuals, groups, insti¬
tutions, and organizations signifi¬
cant for social welfare.
3. Attain selected social goals such as:
improving social conditions, providing
a network of services for the preven¬
tion and treatment of social ills, and
organizing social welfare programs.
4. Influence community public social
policies and decisions as they are
perceived to affect community well¬
being .
^°Ibid., p. 26.
Intervene" is here used in the sense of "enter
into." This connotes a conscious, relevant, and professional
action.
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5. Modernize achieved goals by adjusting
or modifying social welfare services
and programs as the community changes.
B. Objectives.—These purposes become expressed
in specific objectives such as:
1. Providing the community or segments of
the community with the opportunity to
mobilize its resources to meet social
problems or prevent their onset:
a. providing a means for citizens to
mobilize, express, and discharge
responsibility for community wel¬
fare.
b. providing an important means for
social agencies to discharge effi¬
ciently their responsibility to
the community.
c. providing an important means for
the social work profession to meet
its community responsibilities.
2. Providing an important means of inter¬
action between segments of the community:
a. between a variety of citizens and
groups concerned with community
welfare.
b. between specializations within the
profession and between practition¬
ers and community leadership.
c. between specializations and institu¬
tional forces such as the school
system, the medical profession, the
legal profession, etc.
d. between the political community and
social welfare community-
3. Providing social welfare planning service
to the community through:
16
a. development of social welfare plans.
b. effecting these plans.
c. influencing social welfare policies
and other public policies related
or having a potential influence upon
the welfare of people.
d. assisting in the mobilization of
adequate financing, governmental, and
voluntary.
Method
Method in community organization practice is the
orderly application of a relevant body of knowledge guided
by social work values. The worker applies systematically
and sequentially this coherent body of knowledge employing
practice-wisdom and learned behavior through characteristic,
distinctive, and describable procedures to help the com¬
munity engage in a process of planned change toward com¬
munity improvement.
The focus of community organization method is upon
ways of helping communities or segments thereof to become
more effective and efficient in moving from the point of
community problem identification to problem solution, i.e.,
the community organization problem-solving method. The
following points are delineations from the handbook.
Defining Community Organization Practice, published by the
National Association of Social Workers:
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1. Community Problem-Solving
a. The community as a client.—The com¬
munity organization worker operates
with various kinds of communities.
The definition of the community client
system depends on the nature of the
problem or problems, the degrees of
sanction available to the worker, the
mandate assigned to him, as well as
the readiness of the community to
engage in problem-solving.
b. The worker's role.—Employing this
problem-solving procedure and based
upon his generalized ability to diagnose
community problems and to assess com¬
munity dynamics in helping the community
to engage in the process, he selects a
range of professional roles. Among
these are, for example:
(1) enabling the community to engage
in establishing goals and setting
priorities;
(2) helping community groups take
effective action;
(3) guiding the participants in the
process through difficulties;
(4) initiating action through education,
demonstration, or other similar
techniques.
c. Problem-solving approach.—The community
organization worker helps the community
identify and clarify the problems facing
it. He helps the community select certain
problems for attention, engages in order¬
ly study, diagnoses or appraises probable
causes, mounts and carries through plans
of action after examination of alternative
courses of action, and finally, evaluates
the outcome.
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2. Various Aspects of the Problem-Solving Method
(These are listed as far as possible sequen¬
tially, but many activities of the worker are
carried on simultaneously, repetitively, or
even constantly.)
a. Identification of client system.—The
worker makes decisions as to the community
client system with which he engages. He
may work in relation to a total metropoli¬
tan community or a group of communities or
only with subparts or segments of the
community. He concentrates attention on
those social relationships in those parts
of the community which can make the
greatest effective contribution to the
solution of the problems, or which need
the most help in the development of pro¬
ductive relationships in order to engage
in solving problems.
Therefore, in identifying the client
system, the worker may involve all the
residents of a geographic area, only cer¬
tain interest groups, the most articulate
and influential, with representative
leaders, with the most deprived members or
segments, or with a combination of these.
Choice depends upon a number of factors,
but principally upon problem identifica¬
tion, agency mandate, community readiness,
and sanction.
b. Community assessment.—He assesses the
motivation and capacity of the client sys¬
tem while getting to know the local com¬
munity and winning acceptance for himself
as a person willing and able to help in
the change process.
c. Problem identification.—He helps the
community (and its leaders) recognize
the discrepancies between its perceptions
of reality and the environment as it
actually exists through a process of
discussion and mutual exploration of
problem areas. This may be a lengthy or
a comparatively more rapid process.
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depending on the depth of the problems
facing the community, its already
achieved capacity for problem-solving,
the nature of community relationships,
urgency, as well as other factors.
d. Problem diagnosis.—He diagnoses or
appraises the nature of community welfare
problems and sharpens or helps to clarify
the perception of local problems by mem¬
bers of the community through study and
research. Such fact-finding may include
"expert" research or self-study, or more
commonly a combination of both. Com¬
munity study and research will include
gathering factual material such as is
available from census accumulations, but
will also include less tangible informa¬
tion about community values, attitudes,
customs, and rituals, leadership patterns,
and group relationships.
e. Mobilization of energy.—The worker helps
the community to mobilize its energies to
deal with community problems by (1) en¬
couraging discontent with current condi¬
tions, encouraging the expression of such
discontent and spreading these feelings
of discontent more widely throughout the
community; (2) building up confidence by
partializing and clarifying the nature of
these problems; (3) helping the community
to select those problems and deal with
those situations which are clearly per¬
ceived as problems, which are subject to
relatively simple solutions and from which
satisfactions can be gained. The community
will then gain confidence to work on more
complex problems requiring greater expen¬
diture of time and energy.
f. Mobilization of resources.—The worker
helps the community to mobilize resources
through recognition of potential internal
resources which may often be adequate to
deal with the problem at hand, or he may
help the community to locate and bring to
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bear outside resources in such a way as
not to dictate solution but strengthen
the problem-solving capacity of the com¬
munity as it prepares to tackle other
problems.
g. The plan of action.—In accordance with
his analysis of the nature of the problem,
community readiness, and the availability
of internal and external resources for
solution, he helps the community develop
and implement a plan of action.
h. Evaluation and maintenance of change
processes.—He also helps the community
evaluate the outcome and in this process
enhances the stabilization of change and
helps to maintain the change process.
Both formal and informal procedures may be
employed and at various points in the
process.
i. Planning strategy.—Throughout this pro¬
cedure, the worker plans strategy, foresees
barriers and obstacles to orderly problem¬
solving, helps the community to overcome
such barriers, and helps to prepare plans
and devise procedures which will serve
these purposes.
j. Building lines of communication.—The com¬
munity worker builds, enhances, and main¬
tains effective channels of communication
by bringing diverse groups together, help¬
ing to clarify issues, enlarging areas of
common concern, and establishing processes
and procedures by which groups can move
toward collective decision-making.
k. Leadership development.—In this process,
since he often cannot work directly with
all members of the community, he identi¬
fies leadership, both formal and informal,
develops special relationships with such
leadership persons, and brings them together
under suitable conditions for exchange of
information and understanding. In the
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absence of leadership, he engages in a
search for leadership potential, nurtures
and encourages its development.
l. Use of conflict.—The worker employs com¬
munity conflict and controversy as a tool
in this process by encouraging the airing
of differing views in an environment
conducive to rational discussion. He does
not suppress such conflict but attempts to
create situations and structures wherein
controversy is kept within reasonable
bounds. He emphasizes the value and the
possibility of reconciliation of differences
as a step toward problem solution.
m. Management of power.—The community worker
is concerned with the distribution of power.
Where power is diffuse and ineffectual he
helps to create centers of power through
organizational procedures; where there is a
concentration or monopoly of power, he helps
to broaden the base of decision-making by
involving new leadership, by stimulation
through community education and widespread
discussion of issues, and through the
creation of new structures.
n. Interdisciplinary emphasis.—The worker also
encourages the development of the team
approach to the solving of community pro¬
blems . Particularly in a complex urban
society where problems are interrelated,
but also in the small commvinity, he fosters
and facilitates interdisciplinary inter¬
professional collaboration in order to bring
a wide array of skills and knowledge to bear
upon community concerns.
3. Essential Components of Method
a. Community dynamics.—Based on a broad under¬
standing of community forces and community
processes, the community organization worker
is able to help individuals, groups, and the
community as a whole to identify problems,
to solve problems, and to undertake preven-
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tive action as well as positive action
to improve the welfare of the community.
b. Individual behavior.—Through this
understanding of individual behavior,
the worker helps participate in the com¬
munity organization process to make
maximum personal satisfaction and reward
from participation.
c. Group processes.—Similarly, he is able
to help form groups, and helps these
groups to participate and to function more
effectively in the progress of attaining
common community goals.
d. Professional behavior.—Through profes¬
sional self-knowledge and self-understand¬
ing, the worker uses himself as an agent
for stimulating and involving individuals,
groups, and organizations to carry out
study and diagnosis, and to implement
plans of action to resolve community
welfare problems (the problem-solving
process identified above), to provide ser¬
vices to prevent and treat social ills,
and/or achieve cooperative relationships
between individuals, groups, and organiza¬
tions .
e. Social problems.—Drawing upon generalized
knowledge of modern (urban) social problems,
he is in a position to help the community
focus on those aspects of communal social
life which are problematic in need of
attention or require strengthening.
f. Expert knowledge.—Derived from his
education and experience he possesses
specialized knowledge of certain specific
concerns of importance to the community
such as social welfare problems, policies,
and programs. He serves as an expert
consultant in these matters and helps
the community make appropriate decisions
23
12about these aspects of community life.
Technicfues
Techniques- are considered as subparts of method —
the specific ways in which the worker applies his method in
specific settings. More properly, they may be thought of
as ways in which method has been applied in practice, since
new techniques are constantly being devised or altered to
meet new situations under differnt circumstances and in
different locations. At a low level of abstraction, the
description of techniques is highly colored by the specifics
of local circumstance and social conditions. At this level,
the list of techniques used by practitioners may be almost
limitless. At a higher level of abstraction, techniques
may be classed along the following lines. This is not
intended to be an exhaustive list, but to suggest general
classes of techniques which are employed by the worker in
applying his method:
1. Structuring.—Establishing and employing
suitable structures composed of community
representatives to engage in work on pro¬
blems. These may be committees, councils,
united funds, etc.
12
National Association of Social Workers, Defining
Community Organization Practice (New York: National
Association of Social Workers, 1962), pp. 16-19.
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2. Social action.—Helping community groups
to engage in social action to attain their
goals and objectives, culminating in social
legislation or other rules and regulations
without benefit of laws; examples are
lobbying, analysis of legislation, consul¬
tation to politicians and political parties
to the exercise or similar influences and
provision of advice to extra-governmental
bodies, chambers of commerce, labor unions,
etc.
3. Management.—Performing, upon mandate,
management functions of implementation
involving the communication of decisions,
the provision of financial resources, the
establishment of standards, the construction
of programs, and the review of activities
and programs. Examples might be the opera¬
tion of volunteer bureaus, social service
exchanges, other similar or common services,
standard setting, allocation or supervision
of expenditures of funds, etc.
4. Formal study.—Collecting and analyzing
relevant data as a part of the fact-finding
and assessment function of the worker. Such
procedures might include the design and im¬
plementation of self-surveys, community audits,
need and demand studies, costs, priorities,
standards and evaluation studies, and opinion
surveys, etc.
5. Expert consultation.—Providing advice and
information to lay and professional persons
and groups or community conditions and
community organization procedures to help
them understand and deal with community
problems. This may involve personnel consul¬
tation or more formal activities such as
publication of studies, public speaking,
holding workshops, managing information
bureaus, etc.
6. Education and promotion.r- Employing a range
of educational and promotional techniques to
maximize use of social welfare programs and
25
services and enhance citizen understanding
and support for these programs in the
corarnunity; for example, the use of television
or other mass media to engage in community
education programs, and public relations
techniques of all sorts, etc.
7. Demonstration.—Organizing demonstration
projects to illustrate ways of dealing
with certain social problems which can siab-
sequently be adapted for the same or similar
uses by the community.
8. Preparation of plans.—The preparing of long
and short-range plans and blueprints by
experts for the use of and at the behest of
community groups.13
Community organization is an emergent process directed
toward the achievement of identifiable goals and objectives.
It involves the indvidual members of the community in
surveying community needs and in creating community support
as a prelude to community action.
Sometimes community groups can pull in separate
directions rather than in a mutally agreed-upon direction.
In other instances, only a small number of the community's
residents participate in any of the established community
groups. Projects can fail if individuals who are affected,
or those with a stake in the community, are not brought
together to talk and plan together.




be they social workers or not, that community organization
is a means and not an end in itself. In the final analysis
"the individual is the raison d'etre for community organize
14
tion." Specific techniques are all means to an end —
the welfare and strengthening of the lives of human beings.
14
Ray Johns and David De Marche, Community Organizer
and Agency Responsibility (New York: Association Press,
1951), p. 239.
CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF SELF-HELP PROJECTS AND COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATION TECHNIQUES USED
The writer will attempt to give a description of three
self-help projects, the community organization techniques
used, a statistical interpretation of male involvement, and
an examination of the ideal community organization techniques
in relation to use by projects. The first project is
Project Assist; next, Atlanta Concentrated Employment Pro¬
gram (ACEP); and the On-The-Job Training Manpower Develop¬
ment Training Act (OJT-MDTA Project - Atlanta Urban League).
Project Assist
Project Assist, a basic education and job upgrading
program, was conceived out of joint planning for Manpower
Development in theSoutheastern Region of the United States
between the Southern Regional Office of the National Urban
League, the staff of Region IV, Bureau of Employment
Security, U. S. Department of Labor, and the Office of Man¬
power Policy, Evaluation and Research, United States
Department of Labor. The latter agency of the United States
Government, charged with the development and supervision of
experimental and demonstration projects in the national field
of Manpower Development, was the funding source.
The purpose of Project Assist was to provide individual¬
ized assistance to otherwise qualified individuals who were
having difficulty upgrading their occupational levels
27
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because, among other reasons, they had been unable to pass
merit system and employers test examinations; and for whom
intensive counseling, exposure to a planned curriculum for
upgrading their educational achievement, ongoing motivational
experiences, and close follow-through into improved job
placement held potentials for channeling individuals into
stable futures on the job market.
Focused on a target population of high school graduates,
16 to 35 years of age, unemployed and employed (the latter
in low employment positions offering limited chances for
upgrading), the project operated in the six southeastern
cities of Birmingham, Alabama; Columbia, South Carolina;
Memphis, Tennessee; Macon, Georgia; Jacksonville, Florida;
and Hattiesburg, Mississippi.
The project, in implementation, consisted of the follow¬
ing procedural steps: (1) The organization of a broadly-
based local Advisory Committee to assist in recruitment,
promoting program, facilitating community contacts, and
resources of aid to the achievement of the project's goals,
and to serve as a trained leadership nucleus for the
entrenchment of local programming for improved manpower
training and utilization; (2) Local job-market surveys
engaged in for collecting data from local employers in both
the public and private sectors of employment to serve as
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reliable information on the changing opportunity structure
of the local community, promote improved job opportunities
for non-majority group job-seekers through Project Assist
interpretive visitations with local employers, all for
motivating believability in the project participant with
respect to local job opportunities, local public job
placement services, and self-confidence in himself; (3) An
intensive selective recruitment program that would maximize
contact with the specified target population, and avoiding,
as far as possible, promotional contacts with job-seeking
segments of the respective local communities for whom the
project was not designed to offer basic services. Through
services, by way of counseling and appropriate referrals
were offered non-target inquirers, every effort was made in
the design of the local recruitment activity to insure
against compounding the frustrations of individuals who
could not best benefit from the educational component of
the Project; (4) Diagnostic Clinics, into which successfully
recruited participants were channels for receiving motiva¬
tional information flowing from exposure to the findings of
the initial phase of the Labor Market Survey; came to grips
with personal attitudes and other internal (and external)
factors of potential handicap to success on the job market;
learning proper procedures for selling oneself in interviews
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with employment officials, including dressing and grooming
appropriately; developing work-history records that fully
convey personal interest, abilities, and. experiences; and
the taking of the Stanford Achievement (Intermediate II,
Partial Battery) Test to yield insight into the participants'
level of educational achievement for determining eligibility
for inclusion in the fifteen-week basic education course
offered by the Project.
In this latter connection, the above identified
Stanford Test was graded at the end of each Diagnostic
Clinic under a formula that established the score range of
4.5 to 8.5 as the achievement span for participation in the
educational course. This, of course, meant that Diagnostic
Clinic participants who scored below the 4.5 cut-off grade
were deemed better advised to accept referral to lower¬
geared basic education programs or other community resources,
and/or to accept referrals to non-competitive jobs available
in the commxinity. Those scoring above 8.5 were regarded
as potentially capable for immediate referral to selective
competitive job situations; (5) The Fifteen-Week (per cycle)
Basic Education Course, supervised by the Board for fiinda-
mental education. (See section of report - "Project Assist
Education Program," compiled by Dr. R. Lee Henney, Director,
Adult Education for the Board, who served as full-time
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consultant to the project with respect to the Educational
Component); (6) Placement of Applicants following parti¬
cipation in the education course, or as progress reports
indicated readiness for referrals to improved job oppor¬
tunities .
Family characteristics of Project Assist partici¬
pants .—From a statistical analytical point of view as noted
from Table 1, out of 414 participants, only 68, or 16 per
cent, were males. The greatest male participation was in
the 20-24 years age category. Furthermore, it appears that
males who were single and independent were the most involved.
The males in the age categories of 25-29, 30-36, and 36 and
over who were single and independent had the least number
involved. There were no male participants who were single
and dependent who participated in the program. Surprising¬
ly, there were only two males in the age category of 25 to
29 who cared to participate for whatever their reasons or
for whatever convenience. These were single parent males
with children. One observes two extremes when considering
those participants who were married without children. At
both ends of the age spectrum, there were no male partici¬
pants. The age categories 20-24, 24-29, and 30-36, each
had one participant. One observes that there was an equal
TABLE 1
FAMILY CHARACTERISTICS OF PROJECT ASSIST PARTICIPANTS










M F M F M F M F M F M F
16 - 19
Yrs. 13 104 12 44 0 41 0 10 0 2 1 8
20 - 24
Yrs, 22 126 14 51 0 0 0 24 1 11 7 39
25 - 29
Yrs, 16 48 6 7 0 0 2 10 1 4 7 27
30 - 36
Yrs, 6 55 2 2 0 0 0 13 1 2 3 38
Over 36
Yrs, 11 13 4 0 0 0 0 3 0 1 7 7
Total 68 346 38 104 0 41 2 60 3 20 25 119
*
separated.
Single-Parent with children — Those parents who are either divorced,
widowed or deserted.
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distribution of participants in three age categories who
were married and had children. These categories were
20-24, 25-29, and over 36 years. The participants numbered
seven in each category. The married-children category,
both male and female, seems evident of some degree of a
family unit in operation. This is the stability which the
marital situation creates at a point of seemingly successful
operativeness. Finally, it seems from the statistical point
of view that the males who are single and independent are
somewhat good subjects for an appreciative response.
Employment experience statistics of Project Assist
participants.—In interpreting the statistical socio-economi-
cal level, a question is raised pertaining to stability of
participants of the Project Assist in terms of job partici¬
pants have worked over a span of three years. Of all the
age categories, as noted in Table 2, and considered, the
greatest number of participants held one job for a three-year
period. The next largest number held only two jobs during
a three-year period. Significantly, participants between
the ages of 20-24 held jobs for one year, the greatest of
all age categories. Also, there was a decrease in the number
of jobs participants had over a three-year period as the age
categories progressed chronologically. This is true for each
year as designed by the explanation format.
TABLE 2
EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF PROJECT ASSIST PARTICIPANTS BY AGE
AND SEX CATEGORIES (FIRST EIGHT MONTHS)






















1 2 4 Entry DiWia-
16 - 19
Yrs. 70 224 277 16 1 25 29 17 13 210
20 - 24
Yrs. 52 239 251 23 14 3 32 44 24 4 187
25 - 29
Yrs, 42 106 133 7 5 3 20 27 10 91
30 - 36
Yrs. 24 137 143 8 4 6 61 17 9 74
Over 36





tion 6 15 5 2 2 12
Total 204 726 816 57 24 12 151 120 63 17 579
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Furthermore, when the Project Assist program became
operative, 13 individuals in the age category of 16-19
years had entry jobs in relation to 210 individuals who
were unemployed. To this end, there were also 579 indivi¬
duals unemployed at the beginning of the project in relation
to 17 who were in entry level type jobs.
Recruitment and Diagnostic Clinics.—The recruitment
technique applied in Project Assist was especially designed
to limit, as far as possible, recruitment contacts with
the target population, namely: high school graduates and
college drop-outs, employed, or unemployed, predominantly
Negroes between the ages of 16 and 35 years.
The procedure consisted of obtaining the graduation
lists of local high schools, covering the three years
prior to the launching of Project Assist (1967) along with
similar lists of college drop-outs from the surrounding
predominantly Negro colleges.
Other methods applied in reaching the prospective
participants were referrals directed to the project from
the local office. Bureau of Employment Security, and appeals
made directly to large, local employers for referrals of
employees in 'locked-iri' job positions as part of the local
Labor Market Survey timed concurrently with the project
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cycle recruitment activities.
These approaches to recruitment, notably avoiding
broadside announcements in the local communities, were
geared to maximizing contacts with the specific target
population of the project as a means of removing the
vulnerability of attracting (and potentially compounding
the frustration of) individuals outside the educational
and age criteria of the project, to whom the basic
education component was not leveled. Additionally, every
effort was made to allow for the intensive quality of
recruitment counseling typically required for successfully
feeling the inquiring target prospect, normally anticipated
in this type of voluntary program. For again, it must be
borne in mind that the local professional staffing of each
community program was a single area coordinator.
However, when one properly analyzes this nature of
recruitment program, adequate consideration requires a look
into the total organization structure of local projects,
each of which functioned in cooperation with an advisory
committee purposely composed of representatives from local
communities resources to facilitate the success of the
varied program features.
Such was the case of every local advisory committee
of Project Assist. For to aid in recruitment and placements.
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aside from other advisory contributions, representation
from the local public education system, the business com¬
munity, and the local employment service were sought, and
in most instances, obtained.
Recruitment results.—As may be noted from the table
on participation in this study, 930 individuals were re¬
cruited into the project, the initial participating phase
of the first eight months.
Of the total number of individuals appearing for
participation in the program of the first eight months, 204
were males.
With Negro males having highest priority in the total
recruitment program, because of the specific nature of
family status problem judged as attributable to his lowly
economic plight, the small percentage of males presenting
themselves for participation in the first eight months was
disappointing, but not unexplainable.
From a follow-up study of 204 Negro males who made
inquiries for information on the project in the six program
cities, many were not eligible because of age or education.
A considerable number indicated that the immediacy of
employment to meet bare personal and family needs operated
against participation at that time. And a very few listed
work-hour complications (usually night and/or extra jobs)
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as reasons obstructing participation. And, several gave
reasons suggestive of mere avoidance of exposing themselves
to the implications inherent in submitting themselves to
re-education activities. This latter grouping predominated
in younger ages and of recent high school graduates.
These findings, which were thoroughly studied in a
full project staff review conference following the close
of the first education classes, resulted in several decisions
made with respect to changes in recruitment plans for the
final part of the project.
Firstly, experimentation was agreed upon for intensify¬
ing the home counseling aspect of the program, especially
for situations vhere wives had made commitments for parti¬
cipation in the new cycle and/or where a wife had obtained
improved employment as a result of participation in the
first cycle of the project. Here, the goal was to explore,
as far as possible with available volunteer recruiters,
the benefits to flow from the supportive roles of females
in family units.
Secondly, males were made the predominant nunber of
invitees included in the recruitment mailing of the final
part of the project.
Though there appeared negligible gains accruing from
the wife-husband home counseling plan, the failure most
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certainly rests in the necessary hurried and inadequate
nature of training which could be offered the volunteers
in the time available, and laxities in supervision of the
volunteers by the lone area coordinator, burdened by daily
promoting responsibilities of office interviews.
Thus, in the total project (inclusive of all six
cities), 930 individuals were formally processed through
the project the first eight months. Males constituted
204 (or 24 per cent) of the total.
It is important to note here that the total of 930
persons noted above does not offer an accurate accounting
of all persons counseled, referred for placements, or
otherwise serviced in the project, as may be noted in the
final statistics of the Project Assist.
Recruitment techniques of participants for Project
Assist.—The plan followed in the first eight months of
Project Assist to recruit participants was one geared toward
the highest measure of restricted contact with the project's
target population.
The plan consisted of directing letters of invitation
to high school graduates and college drop-outs from local
high schools and colleges nearest the Project Assist
communities. These letters were directed to prospective
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participants from lists obtained from these institutions
which supplied names and addresses of individuals turned
out during the past three years.
The rationale behind this procedxure was to put into
implementation a recruitment program which most likely
would attract only individuals within the target population,
allow for more intensive one-to-one counseling and general
interviewing for influencing particiation, and to allow
for a test of the effectiveness of volunteer recruiters in
follow-up home visitations for promoting participation.
Additionally, employment service agencies were
encouraged to refer to the project individuals whose work
histories and related profiles indicated a need of the
specialized services of Project Assist.
And, finally, employers in both public and private
institutions were asked to identify and refer to the project
individuals in their employ who were in "locked-in" work
categories, and/or who could be interested in obtaining
additional training for gaining upgraded job positions-
As the tables in this report relating to recruitment
results indicate, the larger number of participants were
recruited through the direct mail method. The reasons for
this are believed to be related to the necessity for moving
the first unit of the diagnostic clinics and education
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classes into operation before the slow process of obtain¬
ing cooperation of employers in the referring of "locked-
ins” could be completed.
In the cases of both governmental agencies and private
businesses (in most instances), it was necessary to pursue
the routes of superior administrative and supervisory
structural levels to obtain this specific measure of
cooperation from their local units. In most instances, the
process of influencing the desired decision and seeing it
translated into local action was too slow to be of recruit¬
ment assistance to the first eight months of the Project.
To date, however, conferences held with regional
staffs of the Bureau of Employment Security, Social Security
Administration, U. S. Department of Agriculture, and the
U. S. Civil Service Commission, and numerous multi-plant
industries, have resulted in better communication and an
overall promise of improved cooperation in this area of
recruitment for the second unit of the Project, which is in
process at the time of this report.
Atlanta Concentrated Employment
Program
On August 20, 1964, the President of the United States
signed the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, mobilizing the
human and financial resources of the entire country to help
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the nation's poor help themselves by giving them oppor¬
tunities — opportunities for education and training, for
employment, and for better methods of living in present-day
America.
The Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program (ACEP), a
comprehensive manpower project, under the direction of
Economic Opportunity Atlanta, Inc., a unique partnership
between local communities and the federal government,
mobilizes local resources and federal funds in working with
the poor.
The Community Action Program is composed of citizens
from business, labor, religion, education, and minority
groups who make up the Economic Opportunity Atlanta, Inc.
(EOA), Board of Directors, the top policy-making body and
an advisory committee, the city-wide citizens participation
committee, comprised of fifty individuals who are or have been
affected by poverty. Its purpose is to provide information
on the needs of low-income residents and to help plan for
action. Another city-wide committee, the Technical Advisory
Committee, is composed of fifty officers and representatives
of local agencies dealing with the problems of low-income
individuals. Its purpose is to assure coordination of
programs, prevent duplication, and assist in planning for
new programs. Another council is the Neighborhood Advisory
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Committee which involves residents of the areas served in
decision-making and action for improvement.
The purpose of the Atlanta Concentrated Employment
Program is to provide training and/or employment for
unemployed and underemployed persons.
The program focus is for the people who are in low-
employment situations where the possibilities for advance¬
ment are limited. The program operates in the five high
poverty areas of Atlanta: Pittsburg, Price, Nash-Washing-
ton, Sumraerhill-Mechanicsville, and West End.
The Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program, in
implementation, consists of the following procedural steps:
(1) The mobilization, organization, and utilization of
resources of public and private agencies in a complete
approach to the problems of employment. Economic Oppor-
t\anity Atlanta, Inc., the Community Action Program and
prime contractor for the Atlanta Concentrated Employment
Program, assumed responsibility for the coordination and
implementation of the objectives of the entire program.
Job referral.—The Georgia State Employment Service
(GSES) has been s\ibcontracted to provide basic employment ser
vices to the Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program. These
services include: intensive job placement, counseling, and
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evaluation. The Georgia State Employment Service solicits
jobs, screens applicants for jobs, provides transportation
for applicants to jobs; prepares applications under the
Manpower Development Training Act (MDTA), and is directly
responsible for providing applicants or trainees with
training allowances. The Georgia State Employment Service
also placed employment representatives in the pre-vocational
training centers and placed an additional employment
counselor in each of the five Neighborhood Service Centers.
Job orientation and preparation.—The introduction of
the chronically unemployed person to the world of work in a
manner which will develop his confidence provides six to
twelve weeks of vocational orientation which includes basic
and remedial education, skill training, and work adjustment
activities. Manpower Development Training Act allowances
are paid in the orientation period. This activity is provided
by the City of Atlanta Board of Education, Division of
Vocational Education.
The State Department of Education — Division of
Vocational Rehabilitation — under a contract with the
Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program, provides intensive
evaluation through the Atlanta Employment Education and
Service Center.
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Placement and training of applicants.—Wherever possi¬
ble, enrollees are placed directly on jobs. Others are
provided regular institutional training.
Under the New Careers Program, the Atlanta Concen¬
trated Employment Program acted as principal agent for the
development of sub-professional positions in the public
and private agencies in the human services field.
With the Special Impact funds, the Atlanta Concen¬
trated Employment Program contracted with the City of
Atlanta in a special project to employ chronically unem¬
ployed persons. The project provided opportunities for
residents to work in the area near where they live. They
worked with their neighbors to make their communities a
cleaner and more beautiful place in which to live.
The Neighborhood Youth Corps, one of Economic Oppor¬
tunity Atlanta's existing programs prior to the Atlanta
Concentrated Employment Program, developed Neighborhood Youth
Corps slots solely for the Atlanta Concentrated Employment
Program.
This community organization program was to initiate
an awareness of all persons residing in a given block area
as to the various services offered through the Manpower
Development of their local Neighborhood Service Center with




1. In involving low-income community persons
in initial meeting with center directors
and extension workers from each of the
Target Area Neighborhood Service Centers
to present prepared plans for efforts to
enlighten the residents of a particular
block as to the services offered through
the Manpower Department at each center.
2. Personal contact with each of the area
block chairmen within a target area urging
each club (area block) to organize a
Manpower Committee whose sole responsibility
is that of implementing information to the
remaining members of the club and throughout
their immediate neighborhood as to the ser¬
vices offered through the Manpower Department
of each Neighborhood Service Center.
(a) Representatives of this committee
work hand in hand with the board
Manpower Committee formed through
each Neighborhood Service Center.
(b) Representatives attending all Manpower
Committee Meetings relay pertinent
information envolving from these meet¬
ings during regular scheduled area
block club meetings.
3. The promoting of activities that will lend them¬
selves towards the communities total awareness
of all Manpower Programs with particular
emphasis on the Atlanta Concentrated Employment
Program. All planned activities are steered
or initiated by the Manpower Committee from
each of the Area Block Clubs.
Specific Activities of Manpower Committee From Area
Block Clubs;
1. Orientation of Manpower Committee Members as
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to the programs or services offered through
the Manpower Department of each of the
Neighborhood Service Centers. This was done
in the form of an evening workshop or perhaps
on a convenient Saturday or Sunday afternoon.
After the Manpower Committee was fully
oriented, the process of relaying information
regarding programs offered was easier.
2. Members of each Area Block Club were asked
through the form of questionnaires the various
Manpower Programs with which they are least
familiar with and desire to know more about.
3. Having compiled the results of the question-
naire, the Manpower Committee within each
Area Block Club begins to schedule representa¬
tives from each of the programs offered to
meet with their particular club and explain
the programs.(a)In the event a member of this committee
was not fully aware of the functions
of a particular program, he was to
possibly take full responsibility for
explaining this program and refer all
persons who desire additional informa¬
tion to the Neighborhood Service Center.
4. Combined efforts on the part of Area Block
Clubs within a target area was sponsored by
such mass community activities as the follow¬
ing :
(a) Public workshops
(b) Public meetings of forums
(c) A Manpower Fair
(d) The use of other established community
resources such as school PTA groups,
churches, social and civic club meetings.
Public Relations;
1. Handouts or throwaways geared towards resi¬
dents of a target area were distributed
whenever feasible with the thought that such
material was most effective when properly
explained or when being distributed.
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2. Spot radio announcements concerning the
Manpower program were offered through
various centers.
3. The same was done with other news media
(radio, television, etc.); spot announce¬
ments concerning Manpower Committee acti¬
vities on the Area Block Club level.
Composition of committee.—The Employment Committee
at the block level is composed of a chairman, vice-chairman,
and secretary. This executive committee at the block club
level hopefully sends its representative to the center
Citizen Neighborhood Advisory Council.
Flow Chart of Implementation;
1. Phase One - to begin the first of January,
1968, of identifying Area Block Clubs and
representatives to employment committee.
2. Phase Two - establishing relationships at
the block level in the community.
3. Phase Three - organization of block level
committee — in particular, employment.
4. Phase Four - February, 1968 — culminating
activities for emphasis on that level.
Family characteristics of the Atlanta Concentrated
Employment Program.—This interpretation covers the summary
statistics and analysis of the first eight months of opera¬
tion of Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program.
As may have been noted from Table 3 on participation
in the Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program, 1,759
individuals were recruited in the first eight months of
TABLE 3
FAMILY OlARACTERISTICS OF ATLANTA CONCENTRATED EMPLOY¬
MENT PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS BY AGE AND SEX CATEGORIES







M F M F M F M F M F M F
16 - 19
Yrs, 48 233 2 127 14 111 24 117 0 0 10 99
20 - 24
Yrs. 109 525 16 95 12 4 36 175 0 0 54 164
25 - 29
Yrs. 72 351 28 61 0 0 19 115 0 0 78 273
30 - 36
Yrs. 51 229 23 57 0 0 12 58 5 0 51 310
Over 36
Yrs. 22 119 9 10 0 0 29 116 0 7 0 139
Total 302 1457 78 350 26 115 120 581 5 7 193 985
Single-Parent with children — Those parents who are either divorced, separated,
widowed or deserted. Figures not included in total.
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operation. Total figure of this participation for the
first eight months was 302 males, approximately 17 per cent.
The largest number of males, 109 or 36 per cent,
participating, fell between the ages of 20-24. The least
number of male participants fell into two age categories —
16-19 years, and over 36 years of age. There was less
participation by males, as noted from Table 4, who were
single and independent between the ages of 16-19 years than
by males of the same age category who were single dependents.
There was a noticeable decline in the participation of males
who were single and dependent whose ages ranged from 25 and
above and compared with males of the same ages, who were
single and independent.
A greater ntamber of single female parents with children
participated in this program than their male counterparts
in every category. The only noticeable decline came between
the ages 30-36 for females.
In comparing the number of males with no children to
males with children, one found that the ages of 16-29 years,
no married males without children participated. The nimiber
of married males in the same age category steadily increased
each year.
According to expectation, the largest number of males
who participated in the Atlanta Concentrated Employment
TABLE 4
EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF ATLANTA CONCENTRATED EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM PARTICI
PANTS BY AGE AND SEX CATEGORIES(FIRST EIGHT MONTHS)






























Yrs. 48 233 281 352 361 2 0 141 132
20 - 24
Yrs. 109 525 141 209 73 2 269 13 0 70 563
25 - 29
Yrs. 72 351 213 75 151 277 60 153 281
30 - 36
Yrs. 51 229 70 143 62 16 68 128 128 143
Over 36
Yrs. 22 119 138 141 11 262 71 77
Below High
School Edu¬
cation 200 926 429 270 427 360 766
Total 302 1457 211 984 562 2 938 371 450 563 1196
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Program were married and had children, which denoted some
degree of family unity.
Education and employment characteristics of the At¬
lanta Concentrated Employment Program participants.—When
considering the education characteristics of the Atlanta
Concentrated Employment Program participants by age, the
greatest participation came from individuals who had com¬
pleted grades 8 to 11 in school. Most of the participants
between the ages of 16 to 19 years had completed 12 years
of school. There were no participants in the three age
categories who had not completed 0 to 7 years of schooling.
In the other two age categories, there was a decrease in
the number of participants who had not completed 0 to 7
years of schooling. A decrease was shown in the nxamber of
participants who had completed 11 years of schooling with
the exception of the age category of 25 to 29 years.
The participants who had completed 12 years of school¬
ing steadily decreased after the age category of 16 to 19
years. Significantly, there were two individuals of college
level education attainment in the program. It was further
noted that 64 per cent of the total of participants, 1,757
in number, had an educational attainment level of less
than eighth grade.
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Employment experience characteristics.—When consider¬
ing employment experiences as noted in Table 3, of the
participants in the Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program,
those participants who fell between the ages of 16 to 19
years had limited work experience — 361 of this age cate¬
gory had held jobs under two years, while two had held
jobs from two to five years, and none had held jobs five
years and over. The age category 20 to 24 years listed
269 participants who had held jobs under two years, 13 who
had held jobs two to five years, and none who had held jobs
five years and over. Participants who fell within the ages
of 25 to 29 had more employment experience. One hundred
and fifty-one had worked two to five years, and 60 had worked
five years and over. A definite employment stability is
represented by the age category of 30 to 36 years for only
16 participants had worked under two years as compared to
128 who had been employed for five years or more. To the
contrary, in the age category of over 36 years, 141 parti¬
cipants had worked under two years. This astonishing fact
was altered by the factor that 262 participants had held
jobs for five years or more. The statistics previously
cited had concerned themselves with participants who had
obtained high school educations, but one finds that
persons or individuals who had not obtained high school ed-
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ucations made up the bulk of the work force. Four hundred
and twenty-nine of the participants without high school
educations who had worked under two years, 270 of this
same group had worked two to five years while 427 had
worked five years and above.
At the beginning of the Atlanta Concentrated Employ¬
ment Program, there were three age categories in which the
majority of persons were employed. These age categories
were 16 to 19 years; 25 to 29 years; and 30 to 36 years.
The least number of persons employed were in the age
category 20 to 25 years, and over 36 years.
Significantly, from the standpoint of participation
in the project, the number of females participating out¬
numbered males almost ten to one in terms of involvement.
Recruitment program.—Through five multi-purpose
neighborhood service centers, centered in the five target
areas, all manpower is committed in terms of resources to
recruiting the unemployed and underemployed and providing
supportive services for all participants, in being as
realistic as possible. In addition, the Economic Oppor¬
tunity Atlanta, Inc., job coaches provide a continuous
follow-up relationship with the enrollees. The House of
USE, a component of the YMCA and basically youth serving,
utilized its special recruitment technique to bring into
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the Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program hard-core
hard-to-reach adolescents and young adults who are cul¬
turally disadvantaged and delinquency prone. Through
services at the House of USE by way of coordination, job
development, testing, and counseling, placement, and post¬
placement, efforts were put in operation in order to
eliminate and minimize frustration for those participants
who could benefit less from the program educational com¬
ponent .
On-The-Job Training - Manpower Development
Training Act
The Manpower Development Training Act of 1962 signed
into law by President John F. Kennedy, on March 15, 1962,
sets up a nationwide federal program to provide vocational
and on-the-job training for unemployed and vinderemployed
persons to qualify them for the skills needed in today's
labor market. The Atlanta Urban League On-The-Job
Training - Manpower Development Training Act project was
developed by the Atlanta Urban League, the office of the
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, United States
Department of Labor, Field Director of the Office of
Manpower, Automation, and Training, United States Depart¬
ment of Labor, and offices of the Georgia Employment
Security Service. The latter agency of the United States
Labor Department was the funding body and the Atlanta Urban
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League, Inc., the prime contractor.
The purpose of the On-The-Job - Manpower Development
Training Act was to provide workers with new skills where
needed, to upgrade their present skills, and to meet the
job needs of workers displaced by automation, technologi¬
cal change, geographical relocation of industry, and other
shifts in the labor market.
The focus of the project was on persons who were
unemployed and underemployed; those working below their
skill capacities; those working substantially less than
full-time, or who will be working less than full-time; or
those who will be unemployed because their skills have
become or are becoming obsolete; and youth who require
training in order to participate in occupations in which
there is opportunity for employment.
The On-The-Job - Manpower Development Training Act,
in implementation, consisted of the following procedural
steps:
1. The organization of a circular-based
local Board of Directors of the Atlanta
Urban League, which carry on the day-to-
day business of the larger agency and
projects. A group of representatives
from the community and an executive board
member heading a committee called the
Advisory Council to assist in promoting
the project program, aiding in recruitment
and facilitating in the overall implementa¬
tion of the project. This council is composed
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of representatives from local businesses,
churches, schools, and employment agencies.
The local community leadership representa¬
tively of a cross-sectional group — lay
and professional persons — exchange ideas
of how the program can be effective in
reaching a cross-section of persons in the
community.
2. The local job order survey is involved in
the receiving of reliable employment oppor¬
tunities information from employers in
both the private and public sectors of the
community concerning immediate job openings
of a cross-sectional nature with information
on future possibilities.
3. The employment counseling session is engaged
in when needed to share with the cross-
sectional community and in particular, "hard¬
core" individuals, the practical techniques
or points that the government agencies or
other business firms look for when trying
to find someone to work; and, when seeking
applicants because of an agreement of the
On-The-Job Training - Manpower Development
Training Act, Atlanta Urban League, to get
persons in positions where they have not
worked previously.
4. The field representatives go out in the
community and contact employment agencies,
private industry, and establish a relation¬
ship which provide for the receiving of job
orders and then from individuals who learn
about the project from the radio, television,
and newspapers. They contact persons who
have been helped by the project and do direct
recruiting through job counselors or success¬
ful community leaders such as ministers,
educators, lawyers, or lay person who work
with or relate to the project the jobs from
governmental bodies and p\iblic and private
sectors of industry.
5. The training program is supervised and con¬
tracted with the employment service, employers,
and project staff. Applicants are provided
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those skills that help them to be productive
and effective in the labor force after a
maximum of 26 weeks on-the-job training for
a specific skill or fvinction.
6. The follow-up counseling program is designed
to continually motivate, encourage, and
assist applicants to complete training and/or
educational activities.
7. The testing and referral segment of the project
is administered by the counselor, who gives
the Wunderlick-Otis and the Mechanics Aptitude
Tests. The typing skill test is administered
to females only when requested by employers
seeking clerical assistance. The right of
selection of applicant is the sole honor of
the employer.
Placement of clientele.—Following participation in
the program, whether in training component or direct
placement, the field representative or job co\inselor,
through the process of evaluation, indicate direct or
indirect referrals to job opportunities or improved job
opportunities.
Family characteristics of the On-The-Job Training -
Manpower Development Training Act participants.—Table 5
shows figures for what may be suggested as adequate involve¬
ment of males in the project activities. Of a grand total
of 924 individuals who were involved in the project, 540
were males. As can be seen from the table, the largest
number of males involved in the project were those from 16
to 19, and 20 to 24, for all categories listed. The greatest
number of male participants were those who were married and
TABLE 5











M F M F M F M F M F M F
16 - 19
Yrs.t 280 216 22 15 21 14 3 5 2 1 0 0
20 - 24
Yrs.> 147 107 19 10 17 17 2 4 22 14 63 43
25 - 29
Yrs.> 53 37 23 13 0 0 22 15 3 7 86 61
30 - 36
Yrs.t 27 18 2 6 0 0 17 12 43 27 58 45
Over 36
Yrs.> 26 14 0 0 25 15 65 46 14 4 11 10
Total 540 384 66 44 63 46 109 82 84 53 218 159
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had children, and in particular, the age category of 25 to
29 years. Another significant point is that the other
category where males represented a large number was in the
over-36-year-old group and males with children, but who are
single. This suggests that the males with children, whether
married or single, tend to be more responsive to participa¬
tion in training. There appears to be significant involve¬
ment of males in this type project with some personal
perception of responsibility. In all categories where males
are married, have been married, or have dependents to take
care of, there appears to be greater participation.
When considering males who are single, the greatest
response in terms of participation, are those males who are
single and independent. This trend decreases as the males
increase in age for both single and independent males, and
single-dependent males, except for the males single¬
dependent over 36 years old.
There is a greater involvement of both males and
females in the age categories for all areas except single
independents and the participants' increase in age.
Significantly, the greatest involvement of both males and
females in the age category of over-36 years are those who
are single-parent with children.
In comparing the nurrber of married males with children
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to married males without children, the writer found that in
the age category of 16 to 19, no married males with
children participated. Also, there were more single-parent
males with children who participated than those married
with children, and married without children in the 16 to
19 age category.
As generally is the case, the largest number of males
who participated in the On-The-Job Training - Manpower
Development Training Act, as in other examined self-help
projects, were those who were married and who had children
which depicts some degree of a family unit and male
responsibility existing.
Education and employment characteristics of the
On-The-Job Training - Manpower Development Training Act
Program participants.—As can be determined from Table 6,
there were 924 individuals participating in this program,
and of this grand total, 540 individuals were males.
From the statistical data presented on the education
characteristics of the On-The-Job Training - Manpower
Development Training Act program, Atlanta Urban League,
the education attainment level of the majority of the
participants was the completion of the twelfth grade.
This high number of participants with this educational
level correlates with the large nuiiber of persons in the
TABLE 6
EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
CHARACTERISTICS OF OJT-MDTA PROJECT PARTICIPANTS BY AGE AND SEX




































Yrs. 280 216 20 64 312 73 10 2 15 403 1 0 30 101
20 - 24
Yrs. 147 107 9 12 208 3 5 11 6 197 8 0 20 212
25 - 29
Yrs. 53 37 7 8 59 7 3 5 83 29 13 169 86
30 - 36
Yrs. 27 18 5 7 24 1 1 3 3 31 26 18 101 94
Over 36
Yrs. 26 14 10 19 6 1 4 99 6 20 49 35
Below
IpSolEduca¬
tion 12 29 20 6 15 9 32
Total 540 384 41 LOl 622 90 20 16 33 813 60 51 369 555
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project activities of the high school level and the 16 to
19-year-old category.
With the largest number of participants in the age
categories of 16 to 19 and 20 to 24 years, and gradually
declining as the age increased, one would perhaps come to
the conclusion that the age categories to be judged
according to the highest potential participation in train¬
ing and productivity in the labor market would be between
the ages of 16 to 24 years.
With respect to the high figure of males participating
in the project activities for the first eight months of
operation, the fact that in the age categories of greatest
male involvement there exists males who are high school
graduates, who are unskilled, and who are available for
skill training, or have a willingness to take training
provided by the On-The-Job Training - Manpower Development
Training Act, if for no other reason than to stay out of
military service. When considering a study of statistical
data of male involvement in the On-The-Job Training -
Manpower Development Training Act program, one has to be
aware of the impact of the draft program on the increase
in male participation.
Also significant to the great male involvement in
this project was the fact that there exists a shortage in
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the labor market for young males who might fill occupation¬
al classifications such as welders; stock clerks; mechanics;
shop helpers; inventory control clerks; truck drivers; and
warehousemen. But, with a willingness to be involved in
some activity, the males particularly, the high school
graduates of all socio-economic levels, attempted to take
advantage of the training or educational opportunities
offered by the On-The-Job Training - Manpower Development
Training Act.
There were the same trends existing when considering
the employment experience characteristics of the project
participants as existed from an analytical point of view
pertaining to educational characteristics. Of the total
540 males in the project, as noted in Table 6, 403 of
them had held a job or jobs no longer than two years in
the age category of 16 to 19 years. Surprisingly, only
one participant in the 16 to 19 age category had held a
job two to five years, and no participant in the 16 to 19
age category had held a job five years and over. As
noted from Table 6, there appears to be a significant
increase in the employment experience for individuals in
the age categories of 25 to 29 years, 30 to 36 years, and
over 36 years, in terms of jobs held for two or more years.
There were 99 participants who had held jobs under two
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years in the age category of over 36 years in relation
to only 20 in the same age category who had held jobs for
five years or more. This existence of unemployed persons
was really surprising in this age group, however, this is
possible because of the welfare system structure and the
compounding disillusionments that many individuals of the
low socio-economic level of community have faced.
When considering the employed and unemployed parti¬
cipants at inception of the project, the researcher found
and can be noted from Table 6 that approximately 40 per
cent of the participants in the project were unemployed.
The greater number of participants who were unemployed
were those in the age category of 20 to 24 years. The
next largest groups were those in the age categories of
25 to 29 and 30 to 36 years. Also, at the same time,
the researcher found that generally the individuals who
were between the age categories of 25 to 29 and 30 to
36 years were employed or had been employed previously.
The broad participation of males in the On-The-Job Training-
Manpower Development Training Act project suggests the
use of effective techniques and the adequate administration
of the project's objectives, goals, and/or aims. As the
overall statistical data depicts (community leadership and
low-income, particularly males involvement) on the On-The-
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Job Training - Manpower Development Training Act project,
it was attempted, successfully, to involve the cross-
sectional community (see Table 6).
Recruitment procrram.—An open-ended recruitment
program that provides for creative, new, and sound tech¬
niques to focus on a specific cross-sectional target
population of the metropolitan Atlanta community is attempt¬
ed with On-The-Job Training - Manpower Development Training
Act project. The recruitment activity is innovative and
expanded by coordination with the 14 multi-purpose
neighborhood service centers, located in the most poverty-
stricken areas in the project's target population. The
total recruitment resources of the neighborhood centers
are committed to the recruiting of the unemployed and
underemployed? those working less than full-time and
persons with special employment difficulties. These
persons are assisted in solving their problems because
they interfere with productivity in a work-situation setting.
There is also assistance from the neighborhood aides
and other workers who constantly work with or have contact
with applicants in the program. The Atlanta Employment
Evaluation Center, an evaluation and training outlet,
provides applicants for special training areas and then
evaluates the applicants as trainable or employable. The
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Georgia State Employment Service provides applicants for
the selected training areas as determined by the Bureau of
Apprenticeship Training of the Labor Department. The
Epileptic Foundation provides persons for training who
have potentialities for acquiring a skill and being opera¬
tive in the world of work after sufficiently being trained.
Churches, social clubs, and the news media (radio, tele¬
vision, and newspapers) provide the avenue for creative
communication to persons who might qualify for the special
determined training occupational specification.
Examination of techniques as used in relation to
ideal method and techniques in the social work profession
of community organization.—Method in community organiza¬
tion practice is the orderly application of a relevant body
of knowledge, guided by social work values. The worker
applies systematically and sequentially this coherent body
of knowledge employing practice — wisdom — and learned
behavior through characteristic, distinctive, and describa-
ble procedures to help the community engage in a process
of planned change toward community improvement.
The focus of the professional community organization
method is upon ways of helping commvinities or segments
thereof to become more effective and efficient in moving
from the point of community problem identification to
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problem solution, i.e., the community organization problem¬
solving method.
In social work, techniques are considered as sub-parts
of method — the specific ways in which the worker applies
his method in specific settings. More properly, they may
be thought of as ways in which method has been applied in
practice, since new techniques are constantly being devised,
altered every day to meet new situations under different
circumstances and in different locations. At a low level
of abstraction, the description of techniques is highly
colored by the specifics of local situations and social
conditions. At this level, the list of professional
techniques used by practitioners may be almost limitless.
At a higher level of abstractions, techniques may be
classed along the following lines, which in this study are
ideal tools:
1. Structuring.—Establishing and employing
suitable structures composed of community
representatives to engage in work on problems.
These may be committees, councils, united
funds, etc.
2. Social action.—Helping community groups
to engage in social action to attain their
goals and objectives, culminating in social
legislation or other rules and regulations
without benefit of laws; examples are lobby¬
ing, analysis of legislation, consultation
to politicians and political parties or the
exercise of similar influences, and provision
of advice to extra-governmental bodies, cham¬
bers of commerce, labor unions, etc.
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3. Management.—Performing upon mandate,
management functions of implementation
involving the communication of decision,
the provisions of financial resources,
through establishment of standards,
construction of programs, and the review
of activities and programs. Examples
might be the operation of volunteer
bureaus, social service exchanges, other
similar or common services, standard
setting, allocation or supervision of
expenditures of funds, etc.
4. Formal study.—Collecting and analyzing
relevant data as a part of the fact-finding
and assessment function of the worker.
Such procedures might include the design
and implementation of self-surveys, com¬
munity audits, need and demand studies,
costs, priorities, standards and evaluation
studies, and opinion surveys, etc.
5. Expert consultation.—Providing advice and
information to lay and professional persons
and groups on community conditions and
community organization procedures to help
them understand and deal with community
problems. This may involve personnel
consultation or more formal activities such
as, publication of studies, public speaking,
holding workshops, managing information
bureaus, etc.
6. Education and promotion.—Employing a range
of educational and promotional techniques to
maximize use of social welfare programs and
services and enhance citizen understanding
and support for these programs in the com¬
munity; for example, the use of television or
other mass media to engage in community educa¬
tion programs, and public relations techniques
of all sorts, etc.
7. Demonstration.—Organizing demonstration pro¬
jects to illustrate ways of dealing with cer¬
tain social problems which can subsequently be
adapted for the same or similar uses by the
community.
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8. Preparation of plans.—The preparing of long
and short-range plans and blueprints by ex¬
perts for the use of and at the behest of
community groups.
In brief, from the Tables 7, 8, and 9, immediately
following, the three self-help projects all used effective¬
ly the ideal professional community organization techniques.
The projects applied all the techniques frequently in
practical application except in the Atlanta Concentrated
Employment PiDgram, where the technique of social action
was used only infrequently.
It should be pointed out that from the examining of
the use of the ideal techniques, the researcher feels that
it is obvious that the On-The-Job Training - Manpower
Development Training Act, Atlanta Urban League, had adequate
male involvement, but Project Assist and the Atlanta
Concentrated Employment Program must continue to develop
new and creative ways of involving low-income individuals,
in particular, males.
TABLE 7
USE OF COMMLfNITY ORGANIZATION
TECHNIQUES BY PROJECT ASSIST
Nature of Techniques
NASW - Sanction
Use of Techniques by Project






Education and Promotion X
Demonstia tion X
Preparation of Plans X
TABLE 8
USE OF COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION TECH¬
NIQUES BY ACEP PROJECT
Nature of Techniques
NASW - Sanction
Use of Techniques by Project






Education and Promotion X
Demonstration X
Preparation of Plans X
TABLE 9





Using the Advisory Committee Project Assist; Atlanta
Concentrated Employment Program, and the On-The-Job Train¬
ing - Manpower Development Training Act, the first point of
measuring success in usage of community organization
techniques in securing low income involvement, structuring
as a technique was very much used in securing successful
participation. The advisory committee was used as a liaison
between the various organizations and the project itself.
The committee provided the opportunity for communication
between all sectors of the community pertaining to the
program and/or activities of the projects. Another point
of examining the effectiveness of structuring as a technique
is the use of the advisory committee as a tool in recruit¬
ing applicants for the project's program.
The technique of social action was also used in terms
of the involvement of governmental bodies, organizations,
political education, economical, and religious leadership
in the local community in the implementation of the projects
and in making recommendations for revision of programs by
law from the political arena.
In this study, as mentioned earlier, the researcher
is examining the three self-help projects: Project Assist,
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the Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program, and the On-
The-Job Training - Manpower Development Training Act Project,
to determine whether the ideal professional commvinity organi¬
zation techniques were used in the implementation of pro¬
jects' goals, objectives, and methodology. This is, in
securing low-income involvement in particular, of males.
According to the practical examples that Project
Assist, in particular, was successful in the use of this
technique in terms of its broadly-based local advisory
committee which assisted in recruitment, promoting of pro¬
gram, facilitating community contacts, and resources of aid
to the achievement of the project's goals, and to serve as a
trained leadership nucleus for the organization, mobiliza¬
tion, and utilization of manpower training.
Again, Project Assist follows the ideal community
organization technique of social action in that it utilizes
the help of community groups such as the Chamber of Commerce
local employment service, the Board of Education, labor
unions, clergymen, and other cultural, social, political,
and civic organizations in implementing its program and
helping or encouraging said groups in understanding and
participating in programs or project activities.
From the examination of the other community organize-
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tion techniques, formal study was used by all three projects,
that is, the projects used self-surveys, need and demand
studies, and priorities cost check-lists. There was the
use of standards and evaluation procedures by all projects
as can be determined by this researcher.
The three projects used expert consultation by
providing information to lay and professional groups com¬
munity conditions and community procedures in order to help
them understand better their particular community problems.
Project Assist and the Atlanta Concentrated Employment
Program did a very effective job in the use of the technique
of education and promotion. There were educational workshops
held and an extraordinary performance done on the use of
the newspapers, radio, and television. These techniques were
also used by Project On-The-Job Training - Manpower Develop¬
ment Training Act - Atlanta Urban League, and were very
effective.
Inasmuch as all of the projects are experimental,
the fact is that they were very significant as a demonstra¬
tion of what communities can do in illustrating how to
establish and maintain institutions, such as the church
employment agencies and schools. Communities can deal
with certain more complex social conditions or problems
such as unemployment, untrained persons, underemployment,
and all the unmet needs of the commxanity, which can subse-
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quently be adapted to a system of prevention and correction.
Finally, in conclusion, the technique of preparation
of plans is being effective because from the analysis of
project activities by project personnel and community, in¬
cluding all supportive and/or relating agencies or institu¬
tions, there were corrective revisions in the projects'
use of techniques, of both a short and long-range nature.
This is evident in the following ways by the projects under
examination in this study:
(1) Project Assist - expanded and revised to
Project Action - National Urban League,
Southern Regional Office;
(2) Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program -
Economic Opportunity Atlanta - revised for
more effective implementation than at
present and for refunding; and
(3) On-The-Job Training - Manpower Development
Training Act - Atlanta Urban League -
revised and refunded three times for more
effective operation.
Implications of findings.—In the first eight months
of the operation of the three projects, from the examination
of ideal professional community organization social work
techniques, it appears that all the projects were successful
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in the application of these techniques. However, from the
overall statistics of this research activity, there are
indications that for the first eight months in Project
Assist of the National Urban League, Southern Regional
Office, and the Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program,
there are several problem areas to be dealt with.
Of the 2,689 individuals who had some participation
in the programs, 506 were males, and 2,183 were females.
Nevertheless, of approximately 27,000 persons responding
to the community organization techniques, recruitment
activities, and having sought some form of service from
the programs, approximately 20 per cent were males, and
the majority Negro males.
It was pointed out that of this number, many had
problems taking advantage of the opportunities for train¬
ing or participation because of work-hours complications,
lack of arrangement of domestic affairs, lack of motivation,
and misunderstanding of the program's potential. This would
suggest the potential built-in need for broad innovations,
creative and motivational activities of the programs to
close the gap of male involvement or participation. Another
point of concern would suggest the fact that there were
many males who were involved with the programs, but new or
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different future techniques at keeping individuals and
particularly males, intact, sustained, and encouraged
should be created and focused upon. Also, there must be
new techniques employed by employment agencies to facilitate
quantative responses of males to all sectors of employment
resources.
In addition to said implications found in the study,
there appears to be a need for more available funds and
professional staff for intensive study into community
organization and personal motivation techniques for recruit¬
ing and holding in basic man power self-help projects males
of lower socio-economic life styles in particular, Negroes.
The recommendations from study of the Project Assist
and Atlanta Concentrated Employment Program points to the
need for:
(1) Greater organization and utilization of
voluntary resources, that is, the use of
economic, social, cultural, educational,
political, and religious institutions.
(2) The mobilizing of supportive resources
in the community for facilitating a
sense of personal worth and self-esteem
in recruited participants, especially
males, such as creating child care
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services, home services, and total
family activities.
(3) The use of the news media (radio,
television, newspapers) for promoting
success stories of participants in
particular males in the community.
(4) The providing of social activities pro¬
moted by social service organizations
and professional organizations or clubs
from which the typical participant in these
types of self-help programs feel not apart;
(5) The use of more male recruiters to bring
about a more direct identification with
influential male gang leaders for which
these types of programs are focused.
(6) The use of a man-wife participation team in
the entire program as family head unit to
offer to each other supportive motivating,
encouraging, and sustaining involvement.
(7) The organization and mobilization of direct
identification and involvement of public
and local influential leadership of private
businesses and industry; and
The use of a more professional, capable, and(8)
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skilled personnel for negotiating,
encouraging, and developing collabora¬
tive relationships between all groups,
businesses, institutions, and agencies
in the community, therefore, needing
specifically trained personnel to do the
job.
In brief, this conclusion is speculative for it does
not apply in an absolute sense in that other recommendations
cannot prove equally as effective in terms of the use of
effective community organization techniques in influencing
participation of individuals of a lower socio-economic level
in such programs.
Yet, as the overall statistical analysis shows from
Project On-The-Job Training - Manpower Development Training
Act - Atlanta Urban League, there were effective activities
for male involvement and techniques used to involve the
total or cross-sectional community leadership, including
poor and rich , professional and nonprofessional, as the
key to effective involvement of both male and female of the
lower socio-economic group in the participation of the self-
help project. And, that at least established an opening
for communication with local leaders who can offer meaning¬
ful advantages in organizing, mobilizing, and utilizing
the kinds of community support required for the most
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NAME OF AGENCY: PROJECT ASSIST - NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE
SOCIAL WORK METHOD AND
FIELD OF PRACTICE: COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
AGENCY STAFF MEMBER; DIRECTOR OF PROJECT
CASES (CODE NO. OF RECORDS); PROJECT FILES
NATURE OF TECHNIQUES; DATE SCHEDULE COMPLETED; 4/10/68
Use of Techniques by Project
Frecfuent - Infrequent - Not At All1.Structuring-Establishing and employing
suitable structures composed of com¬
munity representatives to engage in work X ^
on problems. These may be committees, ^
councils, united funds, etc.2.Social Action-Helping community groups to
engage in social action to attain their
goals and objectives, culminating in
social legislation or other rules and
regulations without benefit of laws; ex¬
amples are lobbying, analysis of legisla¬
tion, consultation to politicians and
political parties or the exercise of
similar influences, and provision of ad¬
vice to extra-governmental bodies, chambers
of commerce, labor unions, etc.3.Management-Performing upon mandate, manage¬
ment functions of implementation involving
the communication of decision, the provi-
Use of Techniques by Project
Frequent - Infrequent - Not At All
(No. 3 continued):
sions of financial resources through
establishment of standards, construc¬
tion of programs, and the review of
activities and programs. Examples
might be the operation of volunteer
bureaus, social service exchanges,
other similar or common services,
standard setting, allocation or super¬
vision of expenditures of funds, etc.
4. Formal Study-Collecting and analyzing
relevant data as a part of the fact¬
finding and assessment function of the
worker. Such procedures might include
the design and implementation of self X
surveys, community audits, need and
demand studies, costs, priorities,
standards and evaluation studies, and
opinion surveys, etc.
5. Expert Consultation-Providing advice and
information to lay and professional per¬
sons and groups on community conditions
and community organization procedures to
help them understand and deal with com¬
munity problems. This may involve,per¬
sonal consultation or more formal activi¬
ties such as publication of studies, public
speaking, holding workshops, managing
information bureau, etc.
Use of Technicfues bv Project
Frequent - Infrequent - Not At All
6. Education and Promotion-Employinq a
range of educational and promotional
techniques to maximuze use of social
welfare programs and services and en¬
hance citizen understanding and support
for these programs in the community;
for example, the use of television or
other mass media to engage in community
education programs, and public relations
techniques of all sorts, etc.
X
7. Demonstration-Orqanizinq demonstration
projects to illustrate ways of dealing
with certain social problems which
can subsequently be adapted for the
same or similar uses by the community.
X
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8. Preparation of Plans-The preparing of
long and short-range plans and blue¬
prints by experts for the use of and





SOCIAL WORK METHOD AND
FIELD OF PRACTICE;
AGENCY STAFF MEMBER;







DATE SCHEDULE COMPLETED: 3/29/68
Use of Techniques by Project
Frequent - Infrequent - Not At All
1. Structuring-Establishing and employing
suitable structures composed of com¬
munity representatives to engage in work X
on problems. These may be committees,
councils, united funds, etc.
00
00
2. Social Action-Helping community groups to
engage in social action to attain their X
goals and objectives, culminating in
social legislation or other rules and
regulations without benefit of laws; ex¬
amples are lobbying, analysis of legis¬
lation, counsultation to politicians and
political parties or the exercise of
similar influences, and provision of ad¬
vice to extra-governmental bodies, chambers
of commerce, labor unions, etc.
Use of Techniaues bv Proiect
Freguent - Infreauent - Not At All
3. Management-Performing upon mandate. manaae-
ment functions of implementation involving
the communication of decision, the provi¬
sions of financial resources through
establishment of standards, construction
of programs. Examples might be the opera¬
tion of volunteer bureaus, social service
exchanges, other similar or common services,
standard setting, allocation or supervision
of expenditures of funds, etc.
X
4. Formal Study-Collecting and analyzing rele-
vant data as a part of the fact-finding and
assessment function of the worker. Such
procedures might include the design and
implementation of self-surveys, community
audits, need and demand studies, costs,
priorities, standards and evaluation studies,
and opinion surveys, etc.
X
5. Expert Consultation-Providing advice and
information to lay and professional per¬
sons and groups on community conditions
and community organization procedures to
help them understand and deal with com¬
munity problems. This may involve per¬
sonal consultation or more formal activi¬
ties such as publication of studies, public
speaking, holding workshops, managing
information bureau, etc.
X
Use of Technicrues by Project
Freauent - Infrecruent - Not At All
6. Education and Promotion-Emplovina a
range of educational and promotional
techniques to maximize use of social
welfare programs and services and en¬
hance citizen understanding and support
for these programs in the community;
for example, the use of television or
other mass media to engage in community
education programs, and public relations
techniques of all sorts, etc.
X
7. Demonstration-Orqanizinq demonstration
projects to illustrate ways of dealing
with certain social problems which
can subsequently be adapted for the
same or similar uses by the community.
o
X
8. Preparation of Plans-The preparing of
long and short-range plans and blue¬
prints by experts for the use of and
at the behest of coimnunity groups. X
APPENDIX III.
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NAME OF AGENCY; ON-THE-JOB TRAINING - MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT
TRAINING ACT - ATLANTA URBAN LEAGUE
SOCIAL WORK METHOD AND
FIELD OF PRACTICE COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
AGENCY STAFF MEMBER PROJECT DIRECTOR
CASES (CODE NO. OF RECORDS); PROJECT FILES
NATURE OF TECHNIQUES; DATE SCHEDULE COMPLETED; 4/3/68
Use of Techniaues bv Proiect
Frequent - Infrequent - Not At All
1. Structurinq-Establishinq and emplovinq
suitable structures composed of com¬
munity representatives to engage in work
on problems. These may be committees,
councils, united funds, etc.
X
2. Social Action-Helpinq community groups to
engage in social action to attain their
goals and objectives, culminating in
social legislation or other rules and
regulations without benefit of laws; ex¬
amples are lobbying, analysis of legisla¬
tion, consultation to politicians and
political parties or the exercise of
similar influences, and provision of ad¬
vice to extra-governmental bodies, chambers
of commerce, labor unions, etc.
X
Use of Techniques by Project
Frecpient - Infrecfuent - Not At All
3. Management-Performing upon mandate, manage¬
ment functions of implementation involving
the communication of decision, the provi¬
sions of financial resources through
establishment of standards, construction of
programs, and the review of activities and
programs. Examples might be the operation
of volunteer bureaus, social service exchanges, X
other similar or common services, standard
setting, allocation or supervision of expen¬
ditures of funds, etc.
KD
——_—-— (jj
4. Formal Study-Collecting and analyzing
relevant data as a part of the fact¬
finding and assessment function of the
worker. Such procedures might include
the design and implementation of self
surveys, community audits, need and X
demand studies, costs, priorities,
standards and evaluation studies, and
opinion surveys, etc.5.Expert Consultation-Providing advice and
information to lay and professional per¬
sons and groups on community conditions
and community organization procedures to
help them understand and deal with com- X
munity problems. This may involve per¬
sonal consultation or more formal activi¬
ties such as publication of studies, public
Use of Technicrues by Proiect
Freouent - Infreauent - Not At All
(No. 5 continued):
speaking, holding workshops, managing
information bureau, etc.
6. Education and Promotion-Employinq a
range of educational and promotional
techniques to maximize use of social
welfare programs and services and en¬
hance citizen understanding and support
for these programs in the community;
for example, the use of television or
other mass media to engage in community
education programs, and public relations
techniques of all sorts, etc.
X
7. Demonstration-Organizing demonstration
projects to illustrate ways of dealing
with certain social problems which can
subsequently be adapted for the same or
similar uses by the community.
X
8. Preparation of Plans-The preparing of
long and short-range plans and blue¬
prints by experts for the use of and
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5. Mobilization of Energy
6. Mobilization of Resources
7. Plan of Action





12. Use of Conflict
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